We demonstrate that the thermopower (S) can be used to probe the spin fluctuations (SFs) in proximity to the quantum critical point (QCP) in Fe-based superconductors. The sensitivity of S to the entropy of charge carriers allows us to observe an increase of S/T in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 close to the spin-density-wave (SDW) QCP. This behavior is due to the coupling of low-energy conduction electrons to two-dimensional SFs, similar to heavy-fermion systems. The low-temperature enhancement of S/T in the Co substitution range 0.02 < x < 0.1 is bordered by two Lifshitz transitions, and it corresponds to the superconducting region, where a similarity between the electron and non-reconstructed hole pockets exists. The maximal S/T is observed in proximity to the commensurate-to-incommensurate SDW transition, for critical xc ≈ 0.05, close to the highest superconducting Tc. This analysis indicates that low-T thermopower is influenced by critical spin fluctuations which are important for the superconducting mechanism.
I. INTRODUCTION
The physical properties of matter in the vicinity of a quantum critical point (QCP) have been the focus of interest since the discovery of unconventional superconductivity 1,2 and heavy-fermion systems 3, 4 . The discovery of superconductivity (SC) in Fe-based materials (FeSC) and the presence of a spin-density-wave (SDW) state motivated discussions about the interplay of magnetism, structure, and superconductivity which coexists with the QCP in the phase diagram of FeSC 5, 6 . In FeSC, the structural, tetragonal-to-orthorhombic, transition is coupled to the paramagnetic-to-antiferromagnetic transition 7 . This behavior can be realized through nematic order which emerges from the coexistence of magnetic fluctuations and frustration [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . It explains the proximity in temperature of the structural (T S ) and magnetic (T SDW ) transitions throughout the phase diagram of doped iron-pnictides 13 . The observed anisotropy of the in-plane resistivity is in agreement with the nematic scenario of anisotropic electronic states originating from the scattering by impurities and critical spin fluctuations (SFs) 9, [14] [15] [16] . The study of magnetic fluctuations are important because it is believed they are responsible for the SC pairing 17, 18 . The thermoelectric power (S) is sensitive to the derivative of the density of electronic states and the change in the relaxation time at the Fermi surface (FS). It can be interpreted as the entropy per charge carrier 19, 20 . S can be used to detect deviations from the Landau Fermiliquid (FL) picture, i.e. in heavy-fermion compounds. There, the enhanced scattering by critical spin fluctuations (SFs) close to the antiferromagnetic (AF) quantum critical point leads to an increase of electronic entropy and, consequently, to increases of thermopower and electronic specific heat (C e ) 21 . The increase of entropy and C e upon entering the nematic phase in the vicinity of the quantum critical phase was shown in the example of Sr 3 Ru 2 O 7 22 . In this paper, we observe quantum critical behavior by thermopower in the phase diagram of the prototypical Fe-based superconductor Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 (BFCA).
II. QUANTUM CRITICALITY AND THERMOPOWER
The variations of thermopower S/T have been used to characterize the nature of the QCP in non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) heavy-fermion compounds 23 . In the case of a spindensity-wave criticality, the S/T is roughly symmetric around the QCP. Also, it was shown that S/T near the magnetic quantum critical point has a variation similar to C e /T 21 . The low-energy quasi-two-dimensional (2D) spin fluctuations with a 2D ordering wave vector and a three-dimensional (3D) Fermi surface lead to "hot" regions (with a high scattering rate) on the Fermi surface 24 . The electrons are strongly renormalized in these regions because of the enhanced scattering on nearly critical spin fluctuations. This leads to the following expression (taken from Ref. 21 ) for the specific heat or entropy per particle:
Here, N (0) is the density of states at the Fermi energy F , and g 2 0 is the bare coupling between the electrons and spin fluctuations. The energy of the spin fluctuations is given by ω S , where ω S ∼ W , the bandwidth of the conduction electrons, while δ is the mass of the SF and it measures the deviation from the QCP. The logarithmic T dependence of specific heat is different from the Fermiliquid behavior in which C e ∝ T . Analogously, according to Ref. 21 , the expression for thermopower based on crit-ical 2D SFs is
One can write δ as δ = Γ(p − p c ) + T , where Γ is an energy parameter and p is an experimental parameter (doping, pressure or magnetic field) that can be tuned to the critical value p c . This means that the QCP can be approached by changing the temperature or other parameters in the system. In the former case, when T > Γ(p − p c ), S in proximity to QCP has a dependence S/T ∝ ln(1/T ), qualitatively different from the FL behavior S/T ∝ const.
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The NFL divergent behavior of S/T close to the antiferromagnetic SDW QCP is observed in several unconventional superconductors, among others: heavy-fermion Ce The difference between these compounds is the energy defined by the temperature below which the critical behavior is observed and SC emerges, which is smaller in heavy-fermion and larger in high-T c SC. Another sign of quantum critical behavior is the T -linear resistivity ρ(T ) driven by anomalous scattering on spin fluctuations, for the critical value of doping, which was reported in all of the aforementioned compounds [26] [27] [28] 30 . Also, the critical behavior of ρ(T ) corresponds to the highest SC T c , thus supporting the SF-driven SC scenario 2 . The highest energy-range of criticality is observed in La 2−x Sr x CuO 4 cuprates, where the linear T dependence of ρ extends up to 1100 K 31 . In both cuprates and Fe pnictides, this anomalous behavior is observed only in a narrow doping range, for a critical value of doping 27, 32, 33 .
III. S/T OF BFCA -QUANTUM CRITICALITY AND THERMOPOWER
Here we focus on the S/T in the low-T region that shows anomalous behavior in Co substituted, electrondoped BFCA. SDW long-range AF order at T SDW is defined by a commensurate propagation vector which is the nesting vector between the hole and electron pockets on the Fermi surface 34 . The T SDW occurs at lower temperature than the T S transition 35 and in the SDW phase the FS is reconstructed 36 . With Co substitution, the structural and SDW transitions are suppressed and increasingly separated, and the FS undergoes a Lifshitz transition above x ≈ 0.02 36, 37 . It is a topological change of the FS, and the first one occurs when the reconstructed hole pocket disappears below the Fermi level, giving way to the electron pocket at the Brillouin zone X corner (LT1). A similarity in the size and shape of this electron X pocket and the hole Γ pocket in the zone center exists in the 0.02 < x < 0.1 range 37 . This feature enhances interband scattering which is important for superconducting pairing 34, [38] [39] [40] . The low-energy spin resonance observed in the SC phase by inelastic neutron scattering at the same nesting vector supports the picture of a SC pairing mechanism mediated by spin fluctuations 41 . Also, nuclear magnetic resonance links the strength of AF SFs and SC T c , when the SDW order is almost suppressed 42 . In the same region, for x ≈ 6%, the magnetic wave vector becomes incommensurate with the lattice periodicity 43 .
The tightly spaced Co substitution in Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 single crystals allows us to precisely map the whole S/T phase diagram 44, 45 . Thus, we can study the evolution of S as the system undergoes several Lifshitz transitions 37 . They were observed by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) 36 and by the change in thermopower and the Hall effect 45 . Between the first two Lifshitz transitions, interband scattering is responsible for the AF SF and thermopower is sensitive to them. Therefore, we can probe the phase diagram of Fe pnicitides in order to search for the signatures of spin-fluctuation-driven quantum criticality in S/T .
The temperature dependence of |S|/T vs. ln T for the whole phase diagram is presented in Fig. 1 . The Co concentrations used here were determined by using wavelength dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 44 . We separated the data into three groups, with each group showing a characteristic T dependence. In the first group at x = 0−0.025, S/T undergoes an abrupt change at T S followed by Fermi-surface reconstruction 36 [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The reconstructed hole Dirac-like band in the SDW state was predicted 46 and observed 47 and it induces a positive contribution to the otherwise small and compensated thermopower of BaFe 2 As 2 48 . This contribution to S is T dependent 49 and it is suppressed with Co substitution 44 . Its decrease is responsible for the increase of |S|/T with lowering temperature in the low electron-doping regime. As we approach the Lifshitz transition at x ≈ 0.025, the quantum critical behavior S/T ∝ ln(1/T ) can be observed in a limited T range (30-100K).
In the second group at x = 0.034 − 0.114, the system is superconducting which is concomitant with an increase of thermopower in a large T range [ Fig. 1(b) ]. The Lifshitz transition LT1 is crossed and the S/T increases linearly on the log T scale with lowering T . With an increase of x, the slope of S/T logarithmic T dependence n increases up to x = 0.05 and then decreases, as shown in Fig. 2 . This can be ascribed to the decrease of Fermi energy close to the QCP, according to expression (2) . Recent measurements of the London penetration depth on the isovalently substituted FeSC imply a decreasing effective Fermi temperature when the QCP is approached in FeSC 50 . Furthermore, taking into account expressions (2) for S in the quantum critical regime and the mass of spin fluctuation δ = Γ(p − p c ) + T , we can explain the logarithmic increase of S with lowering T and decreasing SF mass δ. When T < Γ(p − p c ), S starts to saturate depending on the value of parameter p, in this case Co substitution x. Above the second Lifshitz transi- tion (LT2) at x ≈ 0.11 the cylindrical hole band changes to ellipsoid 37 , which reduces the nesting and S/T . In the third group, as the superconductivity is suppressed above x = 0.14, the slope of S(T )/T continues to decrease. This can be explained by the continuous increase If we analyze the x-dependent behavior of S at fixed temperatures (Fig. 3) , we observe that for the critical value of x c ≈ 0.05, the S/T attains its highest value and has a broad maximum centered at the QCP. The x dependence comes from the change in the spin fluctuation mass δ and the Fermi energy in the expression for S. This behavior is in agreement with the theoretical calculations, which show that S/T increases in proximity to the QCP in SDW systems 21, 23 . As predicted, the rate of change of S/T (x) in the AF phase is more pronounced than in the paramagnetic phase, because of the reduction of entropy in the AF ordered phase. In the overdoped case (x > 0.2), the hole band is suppressed below the Fermi level and the bandwidth of the electron band is much larger, in agreement with the Fermi-liquid dependence seen in resistivity (ρ ∝ T 2 ) 51,52 and thermopower [ Fig.  1(c) ]. Opposite to that, the region closer to QCP is characterized by T -linear NFL ρ, in analogy with cuprates and Bechgaard salts 52 . A similar cross-over was observed in a heavy-fermion compound YbRh 2 (Si 1−x Ge x ) 2 , at the transition from the magnetic field-induced FL (C e /T ∝ const) and the NFL state 53 . In the same compound, S/T was found to increase similarly to C e /T in the NFL state, indicating a large entropy of charge carriers.
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A more suggestive representation of the thermopower data presented in Fig. 1 is the contour plot of S/T as a function of Co substitution and log T in Fig. 4 . S/T maps a hot region above the SC dome, bordered by the two Lifshitz transitions, LT1 and LT2, with a domelike distribution of intensity. In this substitution region (x = 0.025 − 0.1) the size of the electron X and hole Γ pocket is similar 36 . The peak of intensity is close to x = 0.05, where the QCP is approached, close to the reported incommensurate spin-density-wave (IC-SDW) region, which was observed by neutron diffraction in the range 0.056 < x < 0.06 43 . The substitution-induced suppression of the structural and magnetic transitions coincides with the weakening of a nesting-driven SDW order, which results in an enhancement of the spin fluctuations in the region marked by the red color in Fig. 4 . It is the same region of the phase diagram where the backbending of the separate SDW and structural tetragonalto-orthorhombic transition occurs below SC T c 13,55 .
The observed relationship between the superconductivity, magnetism, and orthorhombicity can be explained by the magnetoelastic coupling and the closely related Ising nematic order 9, 58 . The electronic nematic phase with the broken C 4 symmetry was detected below the temperature T * by the magnetic torque and the elastic response of resistivity anisotropy measurements in the isovalently substituted system BaFe 2 (As1 − xP x )2 11, 12 . This phase exists above T S and is coupled to the lattice in the normal state. The nematic transition can induce the structural transition followed by the magnetic transition at a lower temperature 9, 16, 58 . The nematic instability itself is driven by the anisotropic spectrum of spin fluctuations above the AF ordered phase 16 . As suggested in Ref.
9 , the scattering of electrons by SFs around the hot spots of the Fermi surface is anisotropic below the nematic transition due to the fluctuations around one of the two possible ordering vectors, (π,0) and (0,π), which become stronger than the SFs around the other vector. This leads to the anisotropic scattering of electrons and the increased in-plane resistivity anisotropy observed in 
Ref.
14 . In clean systems, the scattering on hot spots of the FS is hidden by the contribution from other parts of the FS 59 . However, when the impurities are present, only electrons near the hot spots are strongly scattered by SFs, inducing a NFL behavior 60 . This effect is observable in the behavior of S/T close to QCP 21 in the BFCA system. Approaching the QCP from the overdoped side increases the quantum spin fluctuations and the S/T (Fig. 4) . The region of a low-T increase of thermopower in the overdoped regime is similar to the x dependence of the nematic phase transition temperature T * in the paramagnetic phase of the isovalently substituted FeSC 11, 12 . Below the structural/magnetic transition, the spin fluctuations related to the magnetically ordered phase are indeed anisotropic and cause an anisotropic scattering 9, 16 .
The link between the increase in S/T and anisotropic spin fluctuations close to QCP is observed in other systems, too. The increase in S/T at x c from both the higher and lower Co substitution sides is reminiscent of the behavior observed in Sr 3 Ru 2 O 7 , in which the magnetic field was used as a tuning parameter to approach the QCP 22 . Jumps in magnitude observed there in two thermodynamic variables, entropy and specific heat, were ascribed to the formation of a spin nematic phase of electronic fluid with broken rotational symmetry. This phase was previously detected as a region with highly anisotropic magnetoresistivity 61 . The behavior of BFCA is analogous with this: An increase in S/T in the x-T phase diagram matches the region of increased in-plane resistivity anisotropy observed in Ref.
14 . These two phase diagrams indicate the formation of a different quantum phase, the electronic nematic phase in the vicinity of the QCP in an Fe-based superconductor, in agreement with the nematic order scenario 9 . This scenario is supported by the measurements of thermopower anisotropy on detwinned samples of another FeSC EuFe 2 (As1 − xP x ) 2 62 . An alternative scenario considers the spontaneous orbital ordering that causes the structural transition and removes the frustration of the magnetic phase, that occurs at lower temperature [63] [64] [65] . There are many complex systems in which IC-SDW, nematic stripe order, high thermopower and superconductivity are reported to coexist. For example, spin entropy was suggested to be responsible for the enhanced S in Na x Co 2 O 4 (Ref. 66 ) and superconducting Na x Co 2 O 4 ·γH 2 O 67,68 . One can argue that this can be generalized to other complex transition-metal oxides, including the high-T c cuprates 69, 70 . Essentially the same behavior, compared to FeSC, was observed by the application of pressure or chemical doping to the itinerant antiferromagnet Cr 71, 72 . There, the nesting-driven SDW transition is suppressed with the change of external parameters, resulting in quantum critical behavior at low-T . Unlike FeSC, the SC T c is never high in Cr alloys because of the lack of a sufficiently attractive electron-electron interaction necessary for the Cooper pair formation 72 .
IV. S/T -QUANTUM CRITICALITY AND SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
Strong evidence for the connection between SC and the observed quantum criticality is the correlation between the x dependence of T c , S/T , and the specific heat jump (∆C p /T c ) at the SC T c , which changes by a factor of ∼ 10 across the SC dome 73 . ∆C p /T c vs T c data for several FeSC can be scaled linearly to a single log-log plot over an order of magnitude in T c . We propose that spin entropy plays a crucial role in the maximum of ∆C p /T c , and that the highest entropy comes from the IC-SDW for x ∼ 0.05. The maximum of ∆C p /T c corresponds to a minimum of the anisotropy of thermal conductivity and the superconducting gap modulation 74 . The striking similarity between the x dependence of SC T c , ∆C p /T c , and S/T is presented in Fig. 5 . The proportionality of the T c and the strength of spin fluctuations observed in S/T support the picture of SF mediated superconductivity. The SF determine the energy scale which results in the dome-like behavior in T c , ∆C p /T c , and S/T . This can also be observed in proximity to the thermopower intensity peak to the maximal T c in Fig. 4 .
The spin fluctuations are also proportional to the resonance observed in inelastic neutron scattering at the interband scattering vector 41 . Also, a recent, more detailed neutron study on FeSC proved that the commensuration in the spin excitation spectrum and the socalled hour-glass dispersion forms well above SC T c 75 . The same technique detected spin excitations in the SC hole-doped Ba 1−x K x Fe 2 As 2 , where the correlation between the Fermi surface nesting, SF energy and SC T c is observed 76 . The additional correlation with the critical fluctuations observed by S/T in the same compound supports the argument of this paper 28 . A Nernst effect study on a similar compound Eu(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 , showed the existence of an anomalous contribution that peaks above T c (around 40 K) in the sample where SDW and SC coexist 77 . The authors there associated this contribution with the Fermi-surface reconstruction caused by spin fluctuations. Future Nernst effect measurements in the BFCA compound can bring useful information concerning the existence of SF above T c .
V. CONCLUSION
We observe a signature of quantum critical behavior in the T dependence of thermopower of the Fe-based superconductor Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 . We ascribe the increase seen in S/T (T, x) around the critical substitution level x c to spin fluctuations close to the QCP. The increase of S/T originates from the SDW-driven critical SFs that are enhanced at low T for 0.02 < x < 0.1, between the two Lifshitz transitions. In this x range the electron and hole pockets are well nested, which leads to the enhanced scattering of electrons with the critical SFs at the hot regions of the Fermi surface. The smallest mass of SFs and the largest S/T at low T correspond to x c ≈ 0.05, close to the reported IC-SDW region. The quantum critical behavior that we observe in S/T confirms the behavior found in ρ and its anisotropy. Thus, the enhancement of thermopower and consequently, the entropy of the electron system in Fe pnictides can be related to SF, which exist above the SC T c . Their strength is proportional to the T c , which supports the picture of spin fluctuation mediated superconductivity.
